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Introduction

Why is it that some companies grow prosperous on the
fruits of their success at winning major bids while others
think themselves lucky to garner a few crumbs from the
feast? Just why is that some companies consistently
win more major bids than others? What do they do that
makes them so successful?

Senior marketing and sales managers have long
sought answers to these questions, often with little
success. Not surprisingly, the most effective bid winners
prefer to draw a veil over those factors that make
them successful.

But research has pulled the veil aside and provides a glimpse of the critical
success factors in winning major bids. The research is part of a major project
undertaken by Policy Publications in association with Marketing Business and
the Faculty of Management at the University of Luton. The research is to be
published in a report called Managing Major Bid Projects: the Critical Success
Factors.

Jonathan Farrington
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Just why is that
some companies
consistently win
more major bids
than others? What
do they do that
makes them so
successful?



As part of the research 293 companies (see figure 1.) answered a detailed
questionnaire which focussed on two key areas – how successful they were at
winning major bids and what they regard as the factors that made them most
successful at winning the bids. Figures are rounded to the nearest decimal
point. The companies in the survey represent a cross section of those British
companies that compete in major bids either in the UK market or overseas.

Companies came from industries as diverse as information technology,
construction, engineering, aerospace, media, consultancy and utilities.
Between them, the companies have a combined turnover of more than £65
billion.                                     
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Figure 1          Size of companies in the survey (revenue in £m)

More than £1bn 6%
£501m - £1bn 4%

£251m - £500m 8%

£101m - £250m 16%

£51m - £100m 25%

Less than £50m 41%



For these companies just what is a major bid? For nearly half (48.1 per cent), it
was a bid of between £1 million and £10 million. Around a fifth (18.6 percent)
defined a major bid as less then £1 million. 1.9 per cent defined it as more than
£500 million, and the remainder (31.4 per cent) defined a bid at various sizes
between £11 million and £500 million (figure 2.)

The companies were candid about their success (figure 3.) Some 37 per cent
admitted they won less than a quarter of the bids they pitched for. A further 40.1
per cent said they won between a quarter and half of their bids. Only 4.1 per
cent of the companies claimed to win more than three-quarters of their bids.
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Figure 2          How do you define a major bid (size in £m)

Under £1m 19%

£251m - £500m 2%
Over £500m 2%

£101m - £250m 4%

£51m - £100m 6%

£11m - £50m 20%

£1m - £10m 47%

Figure 3          What proportion of major bids do you win?

More than thee quarters 4%

Half to three quarters 19%

Quarter to half 40%

Less than a quarter 37%



But for these companies, what constitutes “success” at winning major bids?
Among the companies 71 per cent “strongly agreed” that it was to win bids at
“acceptable profit margins”, while an almost mirror image of 70.6 per cent
“strongly disagreed” that it was to win a bid “at any cost”. Among other
possible definitions of success 31 per cent strongly agreed that it was winning
sufficient bids to achieve growth targets, and 19.2 per cent winning bids from
blue-chip customers.

There was little disagreement that winning major bids
was essential to achieving business plans – 52.8 per
cent said it was very important to win bids from new
customers and 64.5 per cent from existing customers.

Given that winning major bids is important for
achieving business plans, just what is it that gets a
company invited to bid in the first place? The
companies were invited to rank a number of different
factors on a scale running from “very important” to
“not important at all”. The top five factors are:

1. Perceived quality of your products/services (68.5 per cent say very
important)

2. Relationships with existing or potential customers (54.4 per cent)
3. Position of the company in it’s market-place (52.2per cent)
4. The company’s overall image (47.6 per cent)
5. Track record in similar projects (46.5 per cent) 

Among other
possible definitions
of success 31 per
cent strongly
agreed that it was
winning sufficient
bids to achieve
growth targets, 
and 19.2 per cent
winning bids from
blue-chip
customers.
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However, as the survey shows, more than three-quarters (77.1 per cent) of
companies win less than half the bids they pitch for. What do the best quarter
have that the other three-quarters lack?

A year-long research project undertaken by Mathew O’Connor, one of the co-
authors of the report, identified 18 activities which seemed to contribute to
success in winning major bids. These activities fall under four main categories –
assessing the customer’s perception of products/service value, understanding
the customer’s buying centre, contacting customer’s and communicating key
messages about the company and it’s products/services (see table on
following page).
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Assessing your customer’s perception
of product/service value

1. Understanding the value/benefits
customers expect to gain from
your products/services 
(25.6 per cent)

2. Understanding the cost of
ownership issues that impact
customer decisions about your
products/service (17.9 per cent)

Understanding your customer’s buying
centre

3. Understanding the business
environment in which your
customers operate (25 per cent)

4. Understanding each customer’s
mission, objectives and markets
(15.1 per cent)

5. Understanding the decision-
making process each customer
makes when purchasing your
product/service (21.3 per cent)

6. Understanding the factors the
customer considers when
purchasing your product/service
(24.6 per cent)

7. Understanding the roles played by
those individuals involved in
making the purchase 
(24.3 per cent)

8. Understanding your customer’s
communication network 
(9.9 per cent)

Contacting customers

9. Maintaining continuing visibility
with customers through
advertising, mail shots, etc. 
(11 per cent)

10. Developing person-person
relationships with potential
customers (44.8 per cent)

Communicating key messages about
your company and product/services

11. Communicating key marketplace
issues to customers (8.2 per cent)

12. Communicating generic benefits
offered by your kinds of
products/services (8.6 per cent)

13. Establishing the superiority of your
products/services over those of
your competitors(18.1 per cent)

14. Building a distinctive and helpful
image of your company 
(26.6 per cent)

15. Establishing a clear understanding
among customers of your
company’s position in its
marketplace(20 per cent)

16. Communicating the
value/benefits of your
product/services (20.5 per cent)

17. Persuading potential customers to
invite you to bid (34.1 per cent)

18. Ability to offer support or ancillary
services (23.1 per cent)
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18 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN MAJOR BID PROJECTS



In the survey each of the companies was asked to rank its performance on
each of these 18 activities on a five point scale from “very effective” to “not
effective at all”. The research demonstrates a clear correlation between being
effective at these activities and winning a higher proportion of major bids (see
figure 4.)

Companies that win less than a quarter of bids claim to perform an average of
any 2.9 of the activities very effectively. Among companies winning a quarter
to half of bids, the number of very effective activities rises to 3.5; those who win
half to three quarters of their bids perform 4.9 activities very effectively: among
those companies winning more than three-quarters of major bids, the number
of very effective activities climbs to 8.7.

What is perhaps surprising here is that even the most successful companies are
accomplishing less than half of the critical 18 activities “very effectively”. It
seems pretty clear that those companies prepared to focus on these activities
and generate even a modest increase in the number of activities performed
very effectively could reap significant improvements in the number of major
bids they win. Aside from these critical activities, the research has uncovered
some important issues for managing effective bid teams. The companies in the
survey were asked to rate 15 aspects of managing bid teams on a five-point
scale from “very important” to “not important at all”. 
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Figure 4          Number of “very effective”marketing activities

Under 1/4 1/4 to 1/2 Over 3/4 1/2 to 3/4
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The top five issues are:

1. Leadership from senior departmental managers (very important for 64.3 per
cent companies)

2. Creating a team spirit (55.8 per cent)
3. Leadership from board of directors (49.5 per cent)
4. Including team members with specialised knowledge of the product/service

(46.6 per cent)
5. Giving clear instructions to team members on how to handle the bid (46.3

per cent)

Once a pitch is under way there is a fresh range of issues to consider in order to
win the bid. The survey companies were asked to rank 11 issues on the same
five –point scale.

The top five issues for completing successful bid negotiations are:

1. Guaranteeing quality, delivery dates and after sales service, etc (very
important for 59.9 per cent of companies)

2. Having a clear bottom line (56.7 per cent)
3. Developing clear objectives for the negotiations (54.7 per cent)
4. Preparing detailed bid documentation (48.8 per cent)
5. Making the first formal presentation of the bid (48.1 per cent)

Carol Kennedy, a co-author of the report, says: “There is wide range of different
issues that companies need to address more effectively if they are to win more
of the bids they pitch for. Bidding relationships with the client is given a
particularly high priority in the service sector”.

“There are wide variations in the effectiveness of major bid management
between organisations. With more companies increasingly finding themselves
pitching against overseas competitors for business, the need to create more
effective bid management is more urgent than ever”.
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Jonathan Farrington

Jonathan Farrington is a globally recognized business coach, mentor, author,
consultant, and thought leader, who has guided hundreds of companies and
more than ninety thousand frontline salespeople and sales leaders towards
optimum performance levels.

He is the Senior Partner at Jonathan Farrington & Associates, Chairman of The JF
Corporation and CEO of Top Sales Associates, based in London & Paris.

Formerly, Jonathan was the CEO of The jfa Group, which he established in 1994
and sold in 2005.

Prior to that, he earned his spurs in some of the most demanding and
competitive market sectors – i.e. IT, Telecommunications and Finance.
Outstanding achievement at an early stage in his career provided a ‘fast-
track’ passage to several board level appointments, working with a number of
the largest and most successful international corporations including: IBM,
Wang, Legal and General, Andersen Consulting, Litton Industries and The Bank
of Tokyo.

Jonathan’s written work has been republished by a host of journals, including
The New York Times, The Washington Post and The London Times. He is
consistently named amongst the top twenty most influential sales and
marketing experts in the world, and his highly popular daily blog, which he first
published in 2006, for dedicated business professionals, can be found at
www.thejfblogit.co.uk

Jonathan’s LinkedIn profile can be found here:
www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanfarrington
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